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Abstract

Phylogenetic models of the evolution of protein-coding sequences can provide insights
into the selection pressures that have shaped them. In the application of these models
synonymous nucleotide substitutions, which do not alter the encoded amino acid, are
often assumed to have limited functional consequences and used as a proxy for the
neutral rate of evolution. The ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates
is then used to categorize the selective regime that applies to the protein (e.g. purifying
selection, neutral evolution, diversifying selection). Here, we extend these models to
explore the extent of purifying selection acting on substitutions between synonymous
stop codons. Using a large collection of coding sequence alignments we estimate that a
high proportion (approximately 57%) of mammalian genes are affected by selection
acting on stop codon preference. This proportion varies substantially by codon, with
UGA stop codons far more likely to be conserved. Genes with evidence of selection
acting on synonymous stop codons have distinctive characteristics, compared to
unconserved genes with the same stop codon, including enrichment for specific
functional properties. Notably, genes with conserved stop codons have longer 3′ UTRs
and are associated with shorter mRNA half-life than other genes. The coding regions of
these genes are also much more likely to be under strong purifying selection pressure.
Our results suggest that the preference for UGA stop codons found in many
multicellular eukaryotes is selective rather than mutational in origin.

Introduction 1

The standard genetic code includes three stop codons, UAG, UAA and UGA, that 2

signal the end of translation. In eukaryotes termination of translation involves a 3

heterodimer of two release factors, eRF1 and eRF3. A stop codon within the A site of 4

the Ribosome is recognized by eRF1, inducing conformational changes in the ribosome 5

via the GTPase activity of eRF3, ultimately resulting in the release of the polypeptide 6

chain from the ribosome [1,2]. Although all three stop codons can be recognized by 7

eRF1, the efficiency of translation termination differs significantly between them, 8

ranging from UAA (highest fidelity of translation termination) to UGA (lowest), with 9

UAG being intermediate [2]. The altered conformation of the ribosome accommodates 10

the nucleotide downstream of the stop codon (the +4 nucleotide) within the A site [3] 11

and this nucleotide can also have a substantial impact on the efficiency of translation 12

termination [2, 4]. Sequences further downstream as well as upstream of the stop codon 13

can also affect readthrough efficiency and specific sequence contexts have been reported 14

to result in readthrough efficiencies as high as 17% in human cells [5]. 15

Consistent with the higher efficiency of translation termination associated with 16

purines at the +4 position (i.e. the base immediately downstream of the stop codon), G 17

is over-represented at this position in mammalian genes [6], particularly in highly 18

expressed genes [7]. By contrast, despite having the lowest efficiency of translation 19

termination among the three, UGA is the most common stop codon in many 20

multicellular eukaryotes [8]. The relative frequencies of the three stop codons are 21

dependent on multiple factors and strongly associated with regional variation in GC 22

content [9]. The frequency of UAA is strongly negatively correlated with GC content, 23

while the use of UAG and particularly of UGA increases with increasing GC content. 24

This suggests a mutational origin for the variation in stop codon use, as mammalian GC 25

content may be largely determined by mutational effects, reflecting variation in dNTP 26

abundance across S-phase that favours the incorporation of A and T nucleotides in 27

late-replicating DNA [10]. However, the relationship with GC content is less strong for 28

stop codon use than for sense codons and this has been interpreted as evidence that 29
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selection also contributes to the choice of stop codon [9]. This is further supported by 30

strong functional biases associated with stop codon use [9]. 31

Although a preference for efficient translational termination could explain variation 32

in stop codon preference between different gene classes, it does not explain why UGA, 33

the least efficient stop codon, remains the most frequent stop codon in many 34

multicellular eukaryotes, including human, in which it occurs in close to 50% of 35

protein-coding genes. Programmed readthrough of the stop codon was discovered in 36

viruses and enables their typically compact genomes to increase their coding capacity 37

(reviewed in [11]). Only a limited number of cases of functional readthrough have been 38

confirmed in higher eukaryotes; however, the application of genome-scale techniques has 39

recently suggested over a hundred human genes as candidates for functional 40

readthrough [12]. Different techniques have revealed candidates with relatively low 41

overlap, suggesting either that some or all of the methods have a high false positive rate 42

or that many more mammalian genes may be affected by functional readthrough. Stop 43

codon readthrough may also have an important regulatory role, potentially involving 44

mechanisms that degrade readthrough products [13]. Yordanova et al. [14] recently 45

proposed an intriguing model whereby low-level readthrough of a stop codon may play a 46

role in gene regulation and mRNA quality control by placing a constraint on the total 47

translational capacity of an mRNA. Under this model, ribosomes that continue past the 48

stop codon form a queue, backing up from a downstream ribosome stalling site. The 49

rate of stop codon readthrough together with the length of the interval between the stop 50

codon and the stall site control the number of times the mRNA can be translated before 51

the ribosome queue backs up as far as the stop codon, inhibiting translation. Currently 52

it is not known how widespread this mechanism is; however, if it is common it may have 53

an impact on stop codon use, as the different readthrough efficiencies of the different 54

stop codons would have implications for the number of times the mRNA is translated. 55

Termination of translation is a slower process than amino acid incorporation, hence stop 56

codons themselves are often used as ribosome stalling sites. Such stalling may affect 57

mRNA stability via NoGo decay [15], but may have other important functions as in the 58

above example or in the example of XBP1 where it is required for its unusual 59

cytoplasmic mRNA splicing [16]. Yet another regulatory event that involves stop codons 60

is programmed ribosomal frameshifting [17] that often takes place at stop codons, e.g. 61

+1 frameshifting in all three human antizyme genes (OAZ1, OAZ2 and OAZ3) takes 62

place at stop codons and their identity is highly conserved. These, or as yet 63

undiscovered functional implications of stop codon choice, may provide a selective 64

explanation for the markedly high abundance of UGA stop codons in multicellular 65

eukaryotes. 66

Here we set out to assess the extent of purifying selection affecting stop codon 67

evolution in mammals. We extended models of codon sequence evolution that have 68

previously been used to assess selection acting on coding sequences [18] to encompass 69

the stop codon and fitted mixture models to estimate both the strength of purifying 70

selection and the proportion of genes affected by purifying selection acting on the stop 71

codon. Our model enabled us to assess the statistical evidence for selection for 72

individual genes. Genes with conserved stop codons showed striking physical 73

characteristics and were also enriched for certain gene functional classes. Stop codon 74

conservation was more strongly associated with the selective constraints acting on the 75

coding sequence than with the GC content of the gene, suggesting a selective, rather 76

than a mutational origin for the variation in stop codon use with GC-content. 77
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Results 78

Model 79

Standard codon models are characterised by a 61× 61 transition rate matrix, Q, that 80

gives the instantaneous rate of transition between each pair of sense codons [18–21]. 81

Typically, these models assume that codons evolve through single nucleotide 82

substitutions, according to a continuous-time Markov process, so that the instantaneous 83

rate of transition between codons differing at more than one position is zero. Here we 84

extend models of codon evolution by proposing a full 64× 64 rate matrix that includes 85

the three stop codons. As implemented here, we set the rate of substitutions between 86

sense and stop codons to zero. Although the point at which translation terminates may 87

shift (resulting from mutations between sense and stop codons), we consider only 88

aligned sequences with the stop codons positionally homologous to the end of the 89

alignment and assume correctness of the sequence alignment. The model can be 90

modified easily to allow mutations between stop and sense codons by the addition of 91

parameters corresponding to the rates of these substitutions. Note that the stop codon 92

UAA is accessible by a single base mutation from both of the other stop codons (UAG 93

and UGA); however, the instantaneous rate of transition between UAG and UGA is 94

zero, as it requires two single nucleotide substitutions. We note also that, unlike 95

standard codon models, the transition probability matrix obtained by exponentiating 96

our rate matrix is not irreducible and does not, therefore, have a unique stationary 97

distribution (a chain starting with a sense/stop codon will remain a sense/stop codon). 98

Several forms have been proposed for the generator matrix of codon substitution models, 99

differing mainly in how differences in codon usage are modeled. The model of Muse and 100

Gaut [19] sets the rate of substitution from codon i to codon j (which differ at a single 101

nucleotide position, k) to be proportional to πjk , the equilibrium frequency of the 102

nucleotide at position k of codon j. We follow this approach, as it has been found to be 103

less prone to detecting spurious context-dependent effects than the version of Goldman 104

and Yang [20], which sets the substitution rate to be proportional to the equilibrium 105

frequency of codon j [22]. The entries, qij , of the rate matrix of our model are therefore: 106

qij =



πjk synonymous transversion (i, j ∈ S)
κπjk synonymous transition (i, j ∈ S)
ωπjk nonsynonymous transversion (i, j ∈ S)
ωκπjk nonsynonymous transition (i, j ∈ S)

0 > 1 nucleotide difference
φκπjk synonymous transition (i, j ∈ N)

0 i ∈ N ⊕ j ∈ N

(1)

where S and N are the sets of sense and stop (or nonsense) codons, respectively (note 107

that all mutations between stop codons are transitions). The last two conditions 108

represent the extension of the model to accommodate stop codons. A parameter, φ, 109

models the substitution rate between stop codons, relative to the rate of synonymous 110

substitutions between sense codons. The last condition assigns a zero rate for 111

substitutions between sense and nonsense codons. Although a parameter can easily be 112

added to allow mutations between sense and nonsense codons (resulting in a shift in the 113

stop codon position) as presented above the model consists of two subsets of 114

intercommunicating states (corresponding to the sense and stop codons). This model 115

could be fitted as a combination of a standard codon model and a 3x3 rate matrix for 116

the stop codons; however, the model parameters would need to be estimated jointly and 117

therefore we consider that this is best represented as a single reducible Markov process. 118
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We implemented this model in R [23], optimizing parameters using the 119

Nelder-Mead [24] method. We simulated data under the model and found that we could 120

recover simulated values of φ, the parameter of interest, with no evident bias (Fig. S1a; 121

slope = 1.008, estimated with robust regression, using an M estimator). We also 122

simulated data under the Goldman and Yang [20] model, using empirical triplet 123

frequencies obtained from intron sequences, to investigate if we could recover φ, when 124

the simulated data were generated with a different version of the codon model to the 125

one used for inference. We found that phi could still be recovered from the simulated 126

data with little bias (Fig. S1b; robust linear model slope = 1.04; see Methods for details 127

of the simulations). 128

Proportion of stop codons under purifying selection 129

To estimate the proportion of stop codons evolving under the influence of purifying 130

selection, we fitted our stop-extended codon model to the codon-aware alignments of 131

mammalian orthologues, obtained from the OrthoMaM database [25], using a mixture 132

distribution for the φ parameter. The mixture distribution consisted of two point 133

masses, one with φ a free parameter (constrained to be < 1), corresponding to 134

alignments with a stop codon evolving under purifying selection and another with φ 135

fixed at 1, corresponding to neutral evolution – i.e. substitutions between stop codons 136

occurring at a rate consistent with the rate of synonymous substitutions in the coding 137

region. We then used maximum likelihood to estimate the two free parameters of this 138

mixture model (the φ parameter for the constrained stop codons and the mixture weight 139

parameter). 140

We estimated that 57% (Fig. 1) of mammalian stop codons are evolving under 141

relatively strong (point mass for φ at 0.24) purifying selection. Using simulation we 142

found that this estimate is not strongly dependent on modeling assumptions (Fig. S2). 143

To investigate differences in selection pressure between genes with each of the three stop 144

codons, we separated the genes into three groups, depending on which stop codon was 145

found in the human gene. When we analysed these groups separately, we found that a 146

substantially higher proportion of UGA stop codons are under selective constraint, 147

compared to UAG and UAA stop codons. Bootstrapping over orthologue families 148

suggests that the higher frequency of conservation in UGA stop codons is highly robust 149

to sampling error (Fig. 1). 150
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Fig 1. Mixture model results. Estimated proportions of stop codons under
purifying selection for all genes (black) and for genes with UGA, UAG and UGA shown
in brown, yellow and orange, respectively (or umber, amber and opal, according to the
colour nomenclature for stop codons). Each histogram was derived from 1000 bootstrap
replicates of the data.

152

Identification of genes with conserved stop codon use 153

We also fitted our extended codon model to each orthologue family independently, 154

estimating a separate value of φ for each gene. The rate of evolution of stop codons 155

varied widely (Fig. S3). For 3,642 orthologue families (29.5% of those included in the 156

analysis) the stop codon was completely conserved across the mammalian phylogeny, 157

resulting in maximum likelihood estimates of zero for φ, while for some other genes the 158

point estimate of φ was greater than one. An example of a gene in each category is 159

provided in figure S4. 160

To assess the evidence for selection acting on stop codon use at the level of 161

individual genes we used a likelihood ratio test, comparing the likelihood of the Null 162

model with φ = 1 to the maximum likelihood of the alternative model with φ as a free 163

parameter. For data simulated under the Null model the likelihood ratio test (LRT) 164

statistic (twice the difference in the log likelihood between the null and alternative 165

models) matched the expected χ2 distribution, with one degree of freedom (Fig. S5a). 166

The fit with the χ2 distribution was less good when we simulated data using a model 167

based on triplet nucleotide frequencies from introns (Fig. S5b; see Methods for details); 168

however, even in this case the proportion of simulations for which the LRT statistic 169
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exceeded the critical value and for which φ was less than one was 0.058, approximately 170

equal to the significance level (α = 0.05) applied. All genes for which the LRT statistic 171

exceeded the critical value and for which the maximum likelihood estimate, φ̂, was less 172

than one were considered as putatively under selective constraint. Using these criteria 173

27% of genes showed evidence of purifying selection acting on stop codon preference. We 174

caution that some of these may be false positives, given the 5% significance threshold 175

applied. The lower proportion (27%) of genes with conserved stop codons detected 176

using the likelihood ratio test applied to individual genes, compared to the estimate 177

from the mixture model, likely reflects limits of the power to reject the null hypothesis 178

for individual alignments, as the null hypothesis was not rejected for some of the 179

alignments with completely conserved stop codons. For 2,881 of the 3,642 genes with 180

completely conserved stop codons, we reject the null hypothesis of neutral evolution 181

(the null hypothesis was also rejected in favour of purifying selection for a further 447 182

genes with some stop codon substitutions). Failure to reject the null hypothesis even 183

when the stop codon was completely conserved across the phylogeny was more likely to 184

occur for UGA (neutral model rejected for 78% of completely conserved stop codons) or 185

UAG (73%) stop codons than for UAA (95%) stop codons. The higher power for UAA 186

results from the fact that UAA may mutate to UGA or UAG in a single point mutation, 187

reducing the likelihood of passive conservation, relative to UGA and UAG, which can 188

only mutate via single point mutations to UAA. Differences in power between stop 189

codons means that the frequency of purifying selection cannot be compared between the 190

stop codons on the basis of individual tests; however, this does not undermine the 191

comparison based on the mixture model as described above, as the latter can 192

accumulate evidence of frequent purifying selection across genes. 193

Properties of genes with conserved stop codons 194

We compared the following properties between genes with conserved and non-conserved 195

stop codons: 3′ UTR length,5′ UTR length, downstream open-reading frame length, 196

coding sequence length, mRNA half-life, dN/dS, GC content, expression breadth, 197

expression level. These properties were compared between all genes and between groups 198

of genes, defined by the stop codon found in humans. Genes with putatively conserved 199

stop codons had several striking features. Notably, they had longer 3′ untranslated 200

regions (UTRs) than other genes (median of 1,183bp compared to a median of 877bp for 201

the remainder of the genes in the dataset; p = 1× 10−39). However, the lengths of 3′ 202

and 5′ UTRs are strongly negatively correlated with GC content [26]. When we fitted a 203

linear model to 3′ UTR length as a function of stop codon conservation and mRNA GC 204

content we found the effect of conservation remained positive and significant (effect size 205

estimate = 300bp; p = 7× 10−14). Interestingly, the mRNA half-life of genes with 206

conserved stop codons was shorter than that of other genes (Fig. 2). A strong effect was 207

observed only for UGA stop codons with weak effects in opposite directions observed for 208

UAG and UAA stop codons. For genes with a UGA stop codon (in human) half-life 209

remained significantly associated with stop codon conservation when we fitted a logistic 210

regression model with GC content, 3′ UTR length, CDS length and the ratio of 211

nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates, ω, as predictor variables (p = 0.0004). 212

Both the expression level and breadth of the stop-conserved genes were significantly 213

higher than that of other genes (p = 1× 10−8 and 2× 10−10, respectively, using a 214

Wilcoxon rank sum test). When these effects were investigated separately in genes with 215

different stop codons (in human) they remained strongly statistically significant in genes 216

with UGA and UAA stop codons but not in genes with UAG stop codons. 217
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a 

b 

Fig 2. Relationship between stop codon conservation and mRNA half-life
and coding sequence conservation. Estimated probability of stop codon
conservation (and 95% confidence interval) as a function of (a) mRNA half-life and (b)
ω for each stop codon type. Conservation is based on model comparison in (a) and on
complete sequence conservation across the alignment in (b). Estimates are from a
logistic regression model, which included the number of taxa for which the stop codon
was positionally homologous with the end of the alignment as a covariate.

218

Model-free analysis supports a major role for selection in 219

shaping stop codon use 220

As an alternative to the model-based approach to defining conserved stop codons we 221

investigated the characteristics of genes for which the stop codon was completely 222

conserved across the entire alignment, regardless of whether there was sufficient 223

evidence from the model to reject neutrality. We found that ω, the ratio of 224

nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates, was strongly associated with stop 225

codon conservation, with genes with low ω values (consistent with strong purifying 226

selection acting on the CDS) having a much higher probability of having a stop codon 227

that was completely conserved across the alignment (Fig. 2; this effect was also evident 228

for the model based conserved set). We fitted a logistic regression model, treating 229
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complete conservation of the stop codon across the alignment as the outcome and with 230

GC-content, stop codon (in human) and ω as predictors and including the interaction 231

between stop codon and ω (i.e. allowing for different ω effects for different stop codons). 232

Using the DynNom R package we provide an interactive interface to the statistical 233

model at http://sonrai.nuigalway.ie:8001/C Seoighe. There was a striking effect of ω on 234

the probability that a stop codon was conserved (Fig. 2). This suggests that 235

conservation of the stop codon is influenced by selection, as genes with low values of ω 236

are under strong selective constraint. Moreover, when we fitted an equivalent model but 237

with GC-content and stop codon (in human) and included interaction terms, none of the 238

interactions between stop codon and GC-content were significant, revealing no 239

difference in the relationship with GC-content between the stop codons. Given the large 240

variation in mutational patterns as a function of GC-content [10] this suggests that 241

variation in mutation patterns is not the cause of differences in stop codon conservation. 242

Further evidence that stop codon use is influenced by selection, rather than mutational 243

effects comes from analysis of the frequency of each stop-associated triplet in the 3′ 244

UTR. The frequency of UAG, UGA and UAA in the 3′ UTR in human (across all three 245

forward frames) was 23%, 38% and 38%, respectively, suggesting that the excess of 246

UGA over UAA stop codons is not mutational in origin, although the low abundance 247

(22% in human) of UAG stop codons may be a mutational effect. 248

Characteristics of the set of genes with stop codons conserved across the mammalian 249

alignment (the sequence-based set) were similar to those of the genes identified using 250

the model (the model-based set) and, indeed, the majority (70%) of the genes that 251

occurred in either group occurred in both. The sequence-based conserved gene set also 252

had significantly longer 3′ UTRs. The mRNA half-life effect was more striking. In a 253

logistic regression model with membership of this set as the outcome variable and 254

including GC content, 3′ UTR length, CDS length, mRNA half-life and dN/dS ratio as 255

predictors, the mRNA half-life coefficient was significantly different from zero for the 256

complete set of genes (p = 1× 10−8) as well as for the genes with UGA or UAG stop 257

codons in human (p = 2× 10−6 and 0.01, respectively), but not for genes with UAA 258

stop codons in human (p = 0.68). 259

Nonsynonymous but not synonymous divergence strongly 260

predicts conservation of UGA stop codons 261

To investigate further whether conservation of the stop codon results from purifying 262

selection or from a lower mutation rate or random chance we assessed the relationship 263

between the probability of stop codon conservation and synonymous/nonsynonymous 264

divergence. We obtained the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per 265

nonsynonymous site (dN) and the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous 266

site (dS) for human-mouse orthologues from Ensembl [27]. Although, we already report 267

above that the dN/dS ratio (i.e. ω) is predictive of stop codon conservation, these data 268

allowed us to investigate the relationship with dN and dS separately, using values 269

calculated independently of the alignments analyzed here. We found that dN was highly 270

predictive of complete stop codon conservation but dS was only weakly predictive (Fig. 271

3). On average synonymous substitutions are under much weaker selection than 272

nonsynonymous substitutions and dS is therefore much more reflective of the underlying 273

mutation rate than is dN. Our observation that dS is a much weaker predictor of stop 274

codon conservation than dN suggests that a lower mutation rate is not sufficient to 275

explain conservation of the stop codon across mammals. It is possible that weak 276

relationship between dS (human-mouse) and stop codon conservation is due to 277

saturation of synonymous substitutions between human and mouse, given the relatively 278

distant divergence of these species. Therefore, we also fitted the same model to complete 279
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sequence conservation as a function of divergence values with macaque, which diverged 280

from humans much more recently. Again dN was strongly associated with stop codon 281

conservation (at least for UGA and UAA stop codons), while dS was not (Fig. 3). 282

a b 

c d 

283

Fig 3. Stop codon conservation and nonsynonymous and synonymous
distance. Estimated probability of complete sequence conservation (and 95%
confidence interval) as a function of (a) dN between human and mouse (n = 12,266), (b)
dS between human and mouse (n = 12,266), (c) dN between human and macaque (n =
12,083) and (d) dS between human and macaque (n = 12,083). In all cases the x-axis is
truncated to 1, as most of the divergence values are lower than this. The number of
taxa for which the stop codon was positionally homologous with the end of the
alignment was included as a covariate in the model.

284

Gene set analysis of genes with conserved stop codons 285

We performed gene set analysis on the genes with completely conserved stop codons 286

using DAVID (version 6.8) [28, 29]. For this analysis we focussed on the set of genes for 287

which the stop codon was completely conserved across the mammalian CDS alignment. 288

We focused on this set, rather than the model-based set because the power to detect 289

conservation using model comparison may differ between genes and systematic variation 290

in detection power between genes can give rise to spurious results from gene set 291

analysis [30]. The analysis was performed separately for each of the three stop codons 292

and all genes with that stop codon (in human) were used as the background set. Sets of 293

genes showing complete conservation of the UGA or UAA stop codon were both highly 294

significantly enriched for genes involved in transcriptional regulation and, in particular, 295

for homeobox transcription factors, including for HOX genes. There was very limited 296

evidence of functional enrichment for genes with a UAG stop codon. Only a single gene 297

set (Uniprot sequence feature, consisting of a polyserine region; adjusted p = 0.01) 298

passed the 0.05 p-value threshold (adjusted using the Benjamini and Hochberg method). 299
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Discussion 300

We set out to determine the extent to which alternative stop codon use is affected by 301

purifying selection in mammalian genes. By extending models that were developed to 302

understand the selection pressures acting on amino acid encoding sequences, we 303

estimated that the stop codon is subject to purifying selection in a large proportion 304

(approximately 57%) of mammalian genes. The proportion under selection varies 305

between the stop codons and is highest for genes with UGA stop codons (fig. 1). UGA 306

is by far the most common stop codon in human and many other multicellular 307

eukaryotes (close to 50% of human protein-coding genes have a UGA stop codon). 308

Given the high rate of purifying selection affecting UGA stop codons we propose that 309

the predominance of UGA codons is a result of selection rather than mutation. Stop 310

codon use is strongly associated with GC-content [9] and large-scale variation in GC 311

content across genomes has a mutational origin [10]. However, if the high abundance of 312

UGA codons was mutational in origin we would expect that UGA codons in regions 313

with high GC content would be much more likely to be conserved than UGA codons in 314

low GC regions, given the strong relationship between GC content and stop codon use. 315

This was not the case, as we found only a weak relationship between the probability of 316

complete sequence conservation and GC content for all three stop codons. 317

Stop codon conservation may result from gene regulatory mechanisms that have a 318

preference for the use of a specific stop codon. These mechanisms may include the 319

control of translation capacity of mRNA molecules [14] and translational pausing, which 320

has previously been associated with localization of an mRNA-ribosome-nascent 321

chain [16]. Strong enrichment of UGA among conserved stop codons suggests that UGA 322

may frequently be the preferred codon in such cases. In principle, it is possible that 323

some cases of purifying selection acting on stop codons result from missed examples of 324

UGA codons that encode selenocysteine, rather than signaling the end of translation. 325

However, given the small number of genes encoding selenoproteins [31] and the large 326

number of conserved UGA stop codons, this is very unlikely to explain a substantial 327

proportion of the conservation we report. 328

The use of the synonymous substitution as a proxy for the rate of neutral evolution 329

has been criticised, as it is known that synonymous substitutions may have functional 330

consequences [32–36]. Codon models that include a variable synonymous substitution 331

rate have been developed [37,38]. By not incorporating variability in the synonymous 332

substitution rate in the coding region we are effectively comparing the rate of 333

synonymous stop codon substitutions to their expected rate, given the mean rate of 334

synonymous substitution in the coding region. Given the extent of purifying selection 335

acting on synonymous sites, the mean synonymous substitution rate is likely to be an 336

underestimate of the neutral rate of evolution. However, because our objective here is to 337

study purifying selection affecting synonymous stop codons underestimation of the 338

neutral rate would make our method conservative (we would miss some genes under 339

purifying selection, but the underestimate of the neutral rate should not cause false 340

positives). We also observed many genes for which the maximum likelihood estimate of 341

φ was greater than one (including PARP1, shown in fig. S4). It is possible that some of 342

the genes with stop codons evolving at a rate greater than expected, given the 343

synonymous rate, result from purifying selection acting on mutations between 344

synonymous sense codons, but it is also possible that there is diversifying selection 345

acting on stop codon use in some genes. However, the number of genes with φ 346

significantly greater than one, was not more than we expected by chance (260 from a 347

total of 12,336 genes at a significance threshold of α = 0.05). Using a very different 348

method to ours, Belinky et al. [39] recently carried out an analysis of stop codon 349

substitutions in a wide range of taxa. Although the majority of the taxa studied were 350

microbial, they included three mammalian species. The authors reported an excess of 351
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substitutions to UGA stop codons, which they attributed to positive selection. However, 352

consistent with our findings, they also report widespread purifying selection acting on 353

synonymous stop codon mutations in primates, particularly for UGA [39]. 354

Among the most striking properties of genes with conserved stop codon use was the 355

decreased mRNA half-life for conserved genes with UGA stop codons (fig. 2). The 356

length of the 3′ UTRs is known to be inversely correlated with mRNA half-life and the 357

conserved genes had longer 3′ UTRs; however, the reduced half-life in the UGA genes 358

remained significant, even when we fitted a logistic regression model incorporating 3′ 359

UTR length and GC-content as covariates. Although there may be many possible 360

explanations for the lower half-life of these genes we note that the model proposed by 361

Yordanova et al. [14] consisting of a mechanism to limit the number of times an mRNA 362

molecule is translated may result in lowered half-life of the mRNAs affected because 363

stalled ribosomes trigger mRNA decay [15]. Arribere et al. found evidence of instability 364

of proteins resulting from readthrough in Caenorhabditis elegans and human cells and 365

noted that this has been reported to result in mRNA instability in the HBA2 366

gene [13,40]. Given the apparent ubiquity of protein instability resulting from 367

readthrough, the higher readthrough rate for UGA codons and the shorter mRNA 368

half-life of genes with conserved UGA stop codons, destabilization of mRNA, resulting 369

from readthrough may be a common mechanism of controlling protein abundance. 370

However, selection acting against synonymous mutations between stop codons may have 371

reasons other than readthrough. In this regard we note a recent analysis of stop codon 372

readthrough in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Drosophila melanogaster ( [41]) that 373

suggests that many stop codon readthrough events may be molecular errors rather than 374

having a specific function. 375

Previous studies have investigated stop codon sequence conservation, for example as 376

one of the strands of evidence of functional translational readthrough [42–44]. Our 377

study is distinct in that we do not set out to investigate a specific function of conserved 378

stop codons but, instead, to estimate the frequency and strength of selection acting on 379

synonymous stop codon use and to investigate the properties of the associated genes, in 380

general. In principle, inference of stop codon conservation using our extended codon 381

model is preferable to inference based on sequence conservation alone, as the latter does 382

not take into account differences in GC-content and mutation rates between genomic 383

regions. Our method explicitly models variation in codon usage, through incorporation 384

of parameters (estimated empirically from the entire CDS alignment) for codon 385

equilibrium frequencies. However, the total tree length and number of taxa in the 386

mammalian orthologue alignments from OrthoMaM [25] was only just sufficient in many 387

cases and in some other cases insufficient to reject the neutral model, even in the 388

presence of complete conservation of the stop codon across all taxa. As the size of the 389

families of reliably aligned coding sequences increases, the power to estimate accurately 390

the strength of purifying selection acting on synonymous stop codons will increase. This 391

will allow much more accurate identification of the affected genes and represents an 392

example of the value of continued efforts to sequence the genomes of an ever increasing 393

range of organisms and of the curation and alignment of orthologue families. 394

Materials and methods 395

Model optimization and data 396

We downloaded 14,526 coding sequence alignments for mammalian orthologue families 397

and the corresponding inferred phylogenetic trees from the OrthoMaM (version 8) 398

database [25]. These included sequences from 43 completely sequenced mammalian 399

genomes, spanning from platypus to placental mammals. We restricted to the 12,336 400
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families with at least 20 taxa for which the stop codon was included in the sequence 401

alignment and positionally homologous with the end of the alignment. For each 402

sequence alignment, we first re-estimated branch lengths of the phylogenetic trees using 403

a the Muse and Gaut model [19] with the F1X4 model of codon equilibrium frequencies 404

(MGF1X4), implemented in codonPhyml [45]. Treating the tree topology and relative 405

branch lengths estimated by codonPhyml as fixed, we then optimized the model in 406

equation 1 over the parameters κ, ω, φ and a scaling factor, s, by which we multiplied 407

all branch lengths of the tree (in practice the scaling factor was typically close to 1 – 408

interquartile range: 0.96 - 0.98). The model was implemented in R [23], and optimized 409

using the optim function with the Nelder-Mead [24] method. Likelihood ratio tests were 410

used to identify genes with evidence of conserved stop codons, with twice ∆L (the 411

difference in the log likelihood of a model with φ fixed at 1 and a model with φ set to 412

its maximum likelihood value) compared to a χ2 distribution with one degree of 413

freedom. Code and data to reproduce our results are available from 414

https://github.com/cseoighe/StopEvol. 415

Simulations 416

We first produced simulated data under the model in equation 1 and optimized the 417

parameters of the same model. Coding-sequence alignments for 1000 genes (and the 418

corresponding phylogenetic trees) were sampled at random from the OrthoMaM 419

database. We re-estimated the branch-lengths of the tree using a codon model 420

(MGF1X4) implemented in codonPhyml [45]. Codons at the root of the tree were 421

sampled from their equilibrium frequency under the F1X4 model (the F1X4 model sets 422

codon frequencies to the product of the frequencies of their constituent nucleotides). 423

Coding sequences were evolved from the root node over the phylogeny using code 424

written in R. Model parameters were estimated from the simulated data as described 425

above. We also simulated data under a Goldman and Yang [20] model (GY) with 426

empirical target triplet frequencies derived from intron sequences of the same gene. 427

Intron sequences from human protein-coding genes were derived from Ensembl Genes 428

94 [27]. We downloaded cDNA sequences and exon coordinates using Biomart and 429

subtracted the exonic regions from the cDNA sequences. The first 100bp and last 100bp 430

of each intron were discarded to reduce the impact of splicing signals on triplet 431

frequencies. Codons were sampled from the intronic triplet frequencies for the root node 432

of each tree and coding sequences were again simulated over the phylogeny. 433

Mixture model, bootstrapping and simulation 434

We used a mixture model to estimate the proportion, p, of alignments for which the 435

stop codon was under purifying selection pressure. Conditional on belonging to this set 436

of alignments the value of φ was treated as a free parameter, while φ was equal to 1, 437

otherwise. For tractability, we set ω, kappa and the tree scaling parameter to their 438

maximum likelihood values. We performed a bootstrap over alignments to assess 439

uncertainty in the estimates of p and φ. To test the accuracy with which the proportion 440

of stop codons under purifying selection could be recovered we performed additional 441

simulations. We simulated 1,000 genes with neutrally-evolving stop codons (φ = 1) and 442

a further 1,000 genes with φ a normal random variable with mean 0.3 and standard 443

deviation 0.1. Both sets of genes were simulated under a GY model with empirical 444

triplet frequencies derived from intron sequences, as described above. We then 445

performed 100 simulations. For each simulation we sampled 1000 genes from the two 446

sets above, a random proportion (uniformly sampled from 0.1 to 0.8) of which were 447

from the purifying selection set. We then applied our method (using the MGF1X4 448

model) to estimate the proportion of genes under purifying selection. Despite the 449
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substantial differences between simulation and the model the results are highly 450

correlated (R2 = 0.996) and show only a very slight downward bias in the estimates (fig. 451

S2). We also applied the mixture model using the GY model with the F3X4 model of 452

codon frequencies, but found that this yielded less accurate results, despite being closer 453

to the model under which the simulation was performed (fig. S6). 454

Gene properties and enrichment analysis 455

Sequences of 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs) for human and mouse were downloaded 456

from Ensembl Genes 91 [27]. Lengths of UTRs and coding regions were compared 457

between genes that showed evidence of stop codon conservation (φ < 1 and p < 0.05) 458

and the remaining genes using Wilcoxon rank sum tests. We performed tests of 459

enrichment using DAVID (version 6.8) [28,29]. 460

Expression level, expression breadth and mRNA half-life 461

Expression level and breadth were calculated using median values, per tissue, of gene 462

transcripts per million (TPM) data from GTEx (version 7; [46]), downloaded on 8 463

February, 2018. We used the median of the per tissue median TPM values as a measure 464

of expression level and the number of tissues in which the median TPM was greater 465

than 10 as a measure of expression breadth. mRNA half-life data is from [47]. 466
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S1 Fig. Simulation results for estimation of φ. Results of simulations based on
1,000 orthologue alignments, randomly sampled from OrthoMaM. (a) Sequences were
simulated over the phylogenetic trees corresponding to the sequence alignments, under a
stop-extended codon model based on MG with the F1x4 model of codon frequencies.
Simulated values of φ were sampled uniformly between 0 and 3. Branch lengths of the
phylogenies were re-estimated from the simulated alignments, under the MG F1x4
model, using codonPhyml. The stop-extended codon model was then fitted to the
simulated alignments. The figure shows the maximum likelihood estimates, plotted
against simulated values of φ. The identity line is shown in red. (b) Sequences were
simulated over the phylogenetic trees corresponding to the sequence alignments, under a
stop-extended codon model based on GY with empirical codon frequencies obtained
from introns of the same genes. Only genes with at least 1000bp of introns were used
(see Methods for details). Simulated values of φ were sampled uniformly between 0 and
3. Branch lengths of the phylogenies were re-estimated under a different model to that
used for the simulation (MG F1x4), using codonPhyml. The stop-extended codon
model, based also on MG F1x4 was then fitted to the simulated alignments. The figure
shows the maximum likelihood estimates, plotted against simulated values of φ. The
identity line is shown in red.
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S2 Fig. Simulation results for mixture model. Results of simulation to assess
the accuracy of the estimate of the proportion of stop codons under selective constraint
from the mixture model. Data was simulated under the GY model with empirical codon
frequencies derived from intron sequences, as described in Methods. For each of 100
simulations, the proportion of genes under purifying selection was sampled uniformly
between 0.1 and 0.8. The mixture model was fitted to the resulting alignments, under
the MG model with the F1x4 model of codon frequencies. The figure shows the
maximum likelihood value of the mixture weight corresponding to purifying selection,
plotted against the proportion of alignments in the simulation for which the stop codon
was under purifying selection. The identity line is shown in red.
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S3 Fig. Results of model fit to individual orthologue alignments.
Scatterplot showing the results of fitting the stop-extended model to the OrthoMaM
alignments. The likelihood ratio test statistic (2∆lnL) corresponding to the fit of the
null model (φ = 1) compared to the alternative model (φ a free parameter) is plotted
against the maximum likelihood estimate of φ. The horizontal line shows the critical
value of the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom and the vertical line shows φ = 1.
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S4 Fig. Example genes. An example of a gene with stop codon evolving at (a) a
low and (b) a high rate. The phylogeny is coloured according to the stop codon colour
nomenclature as in figure 1. Taxa with gaps in the sequence alignment at the stop
codon are indicated in grey. The genes corresponding to panels a and b are INSR and
PARP1, respectively.
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S5 Fig. Simulation results for model comparison. Density plots of the
likelihood ratio test statistic from the simulations shown in figure S1. The red lines
show the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom. a) simulations under the model b)
simulations under an alternative model. See the legend of figure S1 for details of the
models.
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S6 Fig. Model comparison simulations with different model forms. The
same simulations as in figure S2 but in this case the GY model with the F3x4 model of
codon frequencies was used.
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